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hank jones is an american jazz pianist and
composer. he is a four-time grammy award-winner
as a pianist, and a five-time grammy award-
winner as a composer. jones was born in kansas
city, missouri, and is a graduate of the eastman
school of music. he is a member of the american
composers forum and lives in new york city. with a
career in music dating back to his childhood, jean-
philippe rykiel has also recorded and toured
worldwide as a soloist and in various groups
(including the three time grammy award winning
trio "ilus" with ravi coltrane and danny gottlieb).
the most recent project was the "jean-philippe
rykiel trio" created by the legendary french
composer and percussionist pierre viala, which
combines jean-philippe rykiel's dynamic keyboard
and dynamic percussion skills with a collection of
his favorite instruments, namely the sarangi, the
tabla and the makina. currently based in paris,
jean-philippe rykiel resides in the south of france
and los angeles, and he continues to collaborate
with musicians and other producers, composers,
arrangers and engineers in various artistic fields.
a complete list of his credits is available on his
website. his latest projects include the recently
released la jolla by the french composer pauline
oliveros and the french musician jean-philippe
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rykiel, as well as numerous other projects he is
currently working on. he also works on many new
compositions and projects with many renowned
collaborators in various fields. he is currently a
member of the great lakes sinfonietta orchestra,
the tone poets ensemble, the outer chamber
ensemble and the la cordeaise ensemble.
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born in martinique, jean-michel pilc is a singer,
songwriter and producer. his music is a mix of

pop, blues, jazz and world music. he received the
french national order of merit and the french prize
for best new artist of 2004. in addition to being a

singer, jean-michel pilc is also a composer,
pianist, arranger, producer, and instructor. he has

produced several albums for french musicians
including his second solo album, "je n'ai pas

d'histoire" (no regrets). jean-michel pilc has also
collaborated with artists like youssou n'dour,

hakim, marc lavoine, manu chao, yannick noah,
carlos santana, incognito, alain bashung, zazie,
and many more. elena perez is a guitarist and
singer-songwriter based in new york city. her

musical background includes classical training in
piano and guitar, and studying jazz improvisation
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and composition. she has performed in numerous
venues, including jazz festivals and theaters, and
has been featured on wnyc, wfuv, as well as npr's
weekend edition. elena has shared the stage with
grammy-nominated artists such as mark murphy,

kenji orix and kevin mahogany, as well as
numerous jazz and world music artists. cherry

zhang is a composer, producer, and multi-
instrumentalist from beijing, china. she has

performed in numerous venues, including beijing’s
famed bamboo piano & jazz club, and has been

featured on wnyc, wfuv, as well as npr’s weekend
edition. she has collaborated with artists ranging
from grammy-nominated artists like bill frisell to
lesser-known independent jazz musicians. cherry
has recorded music for independent projects such

as the candlelight cafe’s “the pianist” and “the
pianist series”. she is the founder of pianist.com.
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